
This activity is best played This activity is best played 
with a partnerwith a partner..
11..  Pick one person to be the Scribe   Pick one person to be the Scribe 
and one person to be the Storytellerand one person to be the Storyteller..

22.. The Scribe asks the Storyteller to  The Scribe asks the Storyteller to 
fill in the blanks within the mad libfill in the blanks within the mad lib..  
This means that the Scribe asks the This means that the Scribe asks the 
Storyteller to pick a word for each Storyteller to pick a word for each 
word category (noun, verb, adjective) word category (noun, verb, adjective) 
until all the fill-in-the-blanks are filleduntil all the fill-in-the-blanks are filled..

33.. The Storyteller then reads aloud the  The Storyteller then reads aloud the 
mad lib that the two people have mad lib that the two people have 
created togethercreated together!!

Mad LibMad Lib
INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

A Heron’s Day in the LifeA Heron’s Day in the Life
____________________ the heron had lived its whole life of _____________ ____________________ the heron had lived its whole life of _____________ 

years at Heron’s Head Park and, like all herons, loved eating years at Heron’s Head Park and, like all herons, loved eating 

_______________________ in the marsh during low tide_______________________ in the marsh during low tide.. It tasted so  It tasted so 

________________________, just like a plate of _____________________. ________________________, just like a plate of _____________________. .. After  After 

eating, the herons would clean their __________________ and fly high eating, the herons would clean their __________________ and fly high 

above  _______________________. above  _______________________. . . One ________________________ afternoon, One ________________________ afternoon, 

a gust of wind pushed them too far from the shorea gust of wind pushed them too far from the shore. . Luckily, Luckily, 

a huge cargo ship carrying ______________________ called the USS a huge cargo ship carrying ______________________ called the USS 

_____________ was passing underneath_____________ was passing underneath. . The birds spotted the ship The birds spotted the ship 

and thought, _____________! Nose diving, they flew to the boat and and thought, _____________! Nose diving, they flew to the boat and 

landed on a large ____________________ landed on a large ____________________ .. What a  ________________________  What a  ________________________ 

adventure for the herons of Heron’s Head Park!adventure for the herons of Heron’s Head Park!

name beginning with “H”name beginning with “H” numbernumber

animalanimal

adjectiveadjective foodfood

bird body partbird body part

San Francisco locationSan Francisco location

plural nounplural noun

adjectiveadjective

silly nounsilly noun

exclamationexclamation

nounnoun adjectiveadjective
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